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A Word from the Director
These are exciting days at the Centre for Autism Research
Technology and Education! As you will discover, the CARTE Tech
Team is on a roll! This fall we are poised to launch the Let’s Face It!
iPad app on the Apple Store. Let’s Face It! is a game-changing,
maybe life-changing, app that teaches face recognition skills using
the photos and videos of the people who matter most to the child–
their friends, family and schoolmates.
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The Tech Team is also pilot-testing FaceMaze – an interactive game that teaches
facial emotions using Emotient’s (emotient.com) state-of-the-science expression
recognition technology. In our Fall 2015 newsletter, you will learn more about the
exciting people, events and activities that make CARTE what it is. As always, we
appreciate your support, encouragement and most importantly, your feedback. If
you have suggestions or comments for us, please send us email (carte@uvic.ca).
Thanks again for being part of the CARTE journey!

What is CARTE?
The Centre for Autism Research, Technology, and Education is dedicated to the

research and development of new and innovative technologies. These
technologies are based on the latest research in cognitive and brain sciences that

enhance the social communication skills of persons on the autism spectrum.
CARTE is composed of faculty and students from the University of Victoria,

individuals with autism, and their families. We believe that working as a team, we
can design and deliver engaging, creative, and inexpensive technologies that are in

tune with the unique abilities of people with autism.

New Tools
FOR



RESEARCH &
TECHNOLOGY NEWS
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Here at CARTE, we research how individuals with ASD process faces around them,
and how they produce expressions with their own faces. The scientific literature
tells us that individuals with ASD have problems identifying emotional facial
expressions, attending to and following eye gaze, and identifying people by their
faces. We've been working hard to develop technologies to help people with ASD
learn about faces. The CARTE technology team is composed of undergraduate and
graduate UVic students, as well as local high school students.
The tech team is working on the Let’s Face It! iPad app. Let’s Face It! is a simple and
fun tool for learning to recognize identity and emotion in the faces of people
relevant to the player’s life that draws from the science of perceptual expertise
learning. The tech team is also finishing up Face Maze, a web-based game where
players produce facial expressions to progress through a pac-man-style maze.
Face Maze uses Emotient's cutting-edge facial expression recognition software to
train facial expressions.
Both of these exciting new technologies will be available Winter 2015.

Meet Our High School Programmers!
I beta test the apps to dissect them for improvement.
Heading into my last year of high school, I will graduate
from Belmont Secondary at 17 years old. I will continue
my studies at UVic so I can learn to teach English to
Japanese students. As an author, I finished my first novel
at twelve, and have sequels in the works, with hopes to
publish a trilogy.

Kennedy
Brewer

I'm 14 years old and am starting high school this year. I really
enjoy working with the CARTE tech team and helping to
'gamify" the app. My nickname with the team is "Crasher

Cole". In my spare time, I like playing video games. Cole Elder
I am 17, I live in Vancouver and I have been volunteering for
the CARTE Tech team for 2 years. I am a developer for the
LFI app, which gives me lots of experience for a future
career in computer science or engineering. My favourite
hobbies are programming, music and video games!Elliot

Mcsmythurs
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Our faces are unique to us, convey our feelings, and
indicate our attention. Our ability to read faces for
identity, expression, and eye gaze is important to
success in social situations.
Individuals with ASD show difficulties recognizing
people by their faces, identifying facial expressions, as
well as following eye gaze cues.
CARTE is developing Let's Face It! 2.0, an iPad app that
creates a fun, easy, and flexible way to connect face and
names, as well as learn facial expressions, all using
familiar faces taken with the iPad's camera.
LFI! 2.0 is a powerful face learning tool based on the
scientific literature, all disguised as fun!  
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Facial expressions are a key part of human interactions.
Research shows that individuals with ASD have

disorganized, ambiguous facial expressions, making
social interactions more difficult. At CARTE, we're

designing a tool to help teach individuals with ASD how
to produce accurate, consistent facial expressions.
Face Maze (left) is an expression production game

where players navigate a maze and complete a set of
expression challenges to beat the maze. Using the

webcam, expression analysis software identifies the
expression and assesses the quality. If the expression is

correct, the challenge is beat and the player moves
through the maze to the next one.

This fall, CARTE is running a Face Maze study. If you're
interested in participating, email us: carte@uvic.ca

Let's Face It! 2.0

Face Maze

For updated news, check out web.uvic.ca~carte/index.html



FACE CAMP 2015
This summer, CARTE hosted over 100 Face
Campers between the ages of 6 and 12 for
'Under-the-Sea' themed fun and
participation in CARTE research. Children
on the autism spectrum, their siblings, and
their typically developing peers
participated in fun activities, as well as
helped CARTE collect valuable data. 
At Face Camp, campers deciphered clues
and learned how to use compasses to
complete an outdoor scavenger hunt.
We did our best sea cucumber impressions
and built boats in our undersea room. Jim hangs out with a Face Camper

Team water relay races!

The usual Face Camp favourite was face morphing, where campers got to
computer morph their faces with the picture of their choice!

The campers also participated in
CARTE research. To study how
children with ASD and typically
developing children produce
and perceive facial expressions,
campers made their best facial
expressions, scrutinized faces
for slight differences, and tried
their hand at some magic tricks,
all in the name of science.
Campers enjoyed snacks and
juice, as well as pizza slices at
lunchtime.

At the end of the day, all the campers got together
to play ocean-themed games in the field. This
included a water relay where some shoes might have
gotten a bit wet!
Overall, Face Camp was a resounding success and a
fun time was had by all! 
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EDUCATION TEAM NEWS
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Our education team drives community outreach at CARTE.
This past February, we shared the LFI! app with local special educators at the
Comox school district's professional development day! We demonstrated the
app to this enthusiastic group of teachers who left the workshop raving about
the potential.
We are pleased to announce that starting this fall, we will begin piloting the
LFI! app locally with children and families in Victoria. This piloting will
continue earlier developments last year where children were invited to the
Centre to use the LFI! app with our Education Team tutors. This beta testing
informed many new changes in design and graphics that we continue to
implement!
Thank you to all of our wonderful app evaluators and families!  We are
committed to exploring new educational partnerships, so please contact us
to plan outreach opportunities in your community. We are all about sharing
our CARTE technologies with local educators, children, and families. Stay
tuned for more!

CARTE on the web!

Check out the updated the CARTE website, including new information about current
CARTE research, team members, and news. web.uvic.ca/~carte

The new Let’s Face It! webpage is designed to help people get started with the Let’s
Face It! iPad app. On the webpage you will find tutorial videos with everything you need
to know about taking photos and videos, creating albums and playing the Let’s Face It!
games. You can also find background information and many uses for Let’s Face It!.
Check it out at web.uvic.ca/~carte/lfiscrapbook.html

You can follow CARTE on social media:
Centre for Autism Research, Technology, and Education

CARTE is currently looking for participants between the ages of 6-12 on the autism spectrum for a
two week home-based, computerized study! The study includes a pretest, two weeks of computer

game play, and a post-test. The study is designed to improve facial expressions through a fun
computer game developed at CARTE. If you are interested in participating, the register through the

CARTE website: web.uvic.ca/~carte

Interested in participating in a study?


